
TO DEBATE OR 
RELATE?

Conflict-based communication, Trauma informed and harm-reductive 

interactions and digital conversations



Land acknowledgement 
EWOKS wants to acknowledge that the land we serve on 

was stolen from the Indigenous populations and that 

they are the original and rightful stewards of this land. If 

you want to found out more about the regional 

territories of various tribes, you can visit www.native-

lands.ca to find out more. We have listed tribes from this 

greater area but is in no way exhaustive or fully inclusive 

due to the erasure that Indigenous communities faced in 

colonialism. This erasure continues today in the 

thousands of Missing & Murdered Indigenous Women 

these communities continue to lose and grieve.

The stolen land most attendees are living on were previously 
stewarded by the following tribes: The Confederated Tribes of Grand 
Ronde, Kalapuya, Cowlitz, Clatsop, Multnomah, Tillamook and Siletz, 
Molalla, Tenino, Ahantchuyuk, Atfalati, Santiam, Chinook, Yaquina and 
Salmon river.



Labor 
acknowledgment 

EWOKS wants to acknowledge that this country 

was built on the slave labor of communities of 

color, particularly, Black citizens inside our country 

that had their cultural identities stripped from 

them, but also in recognition of all immigrant 

communities that were enslaved, abused, and 

devalued in systems of oppression. 

EWOKS particularly wants to acknowledge that we 

would never be in a space to hold these 

workshops had B/IPoC community not asked us to 

be here and put forth physical and emotional labor 

in pushing this movement forward, no matter the 

weight of white supremacy. 



We want to acknowledge our 
limitations

Privilege
Research 

Limitations
Language 
Limitations



A short 
Introduction to 
your Facilitator

I’m Cate! I’m a lead organizer 
for the Portland EWOKS. I’m 
also a proud member of the 
PDX Alliance for Self-Care. I also 
serve as a White Birder at a field 
hospital every summer.

For the last 4 years I have been 
the crisis supervisor for 
outreach services at Boots on 
the Ground PDX and served as 
a crisis therapist for two years 
prior. 

I am a graduate student earning 
a Master’s degree in Clinical 
Mental Health Counseling

 That’s me! I’m Cate!

• Passionate about trauma informed, harm reductive mental 
health care.

• She/her or They/them pronouns

• Polyamorous, Queer and obsessed with most furry things.

One of the Lead Organizers for the PDX EWOKS

• Integrated medical and crisis crews serving our community in 
the protest and many more places.

• The organization sponsoring and hosting these free mental 
health workshops.

Proud member of PDX Alliance for Self-Care

• Connecting vulnerable communities in Portland with self-care 
resources, practitioners, and events.

• Developing/disseminating greater community resources to 
create opportunity for B/IPoC folx to overcome the oppression 
and white supremacy that is used to gatekeep education. 



Seminars versus workshops
Seminars

◦ Seminars are a favorite of education 

institutions, particularly at the collegiate level.

◦ Have the benefit of being shorter in length 

than most formats, but this is still a period of 3-

6 hrs.

◦ Lowered participant education due to 150-300 

participants

◦ Usually lasts just long enough to spread 

information but does not have any real process

time. 

Workshops

◦ Emphasis on the process of internalizing the 

information

◦ Smaller numbers (12-24 participants) allow for 

greater participant engagement. 

◦ Generally, run over the course of days. Because 

EWOKS often engages community in many 

formats, we’ve borrowed the time aspect of 

Seminars, but adapted it to allow for 

community processing.

◦ This space was designed for you. To internalize 

these concepts, to expand them, to apply them 

to the real-life scenarios you walk in every day. 



I’ve been to an EWOKS workshop. 
This seems different. What changed?

What’s the same?

◦ We are still wholly dedicated to: 

◦ creating opportunities for Community to gain 
more skills, 

◦ processing their social interactions and internal 
constructs and

◦ Providing education and resources regarding 
Mental Health

◦ We are still presenting evidenced-based 
knowledge and adding in relevant 
brainstorming for solutions to the real events 
you experience. 

What’s different?

◦ We will be hosting these digital resources on our 
website [looked for digital resources but couldn’t 
find.link to website]. Please feel free to direct 
members of your social groups that had interest in 
the workshops but barriers to attendance to our 
website for review of these subjects.

◦ We’ll be using breakout groups to protect your privacy 
inside the processing functions of our workshops. You’ll 
find out more about breakouts in the next slide.

◦ We are using captioning to increase access for 
those with auditory processing issues.

◦ Please limit overlapping talking to maximize those silly 
captions’ recognition.



Breakout groups. 

Within your breakout groups you can create a think tank to expand the information presented in each section. 

You can answer as a group or share your individual answers to the worksheet.

Workshops have been proven not only to be an effective way to deliver information but also in strengthening 

bonds between attendees and allowing peer-led education.

We are using breakout sessions to protect the safe space, lower the number of participants you are being 

asked to process with, and to create bonds between the community we hoped would benefit from these 

workshops. 



A rough timeline of today’s workshop
◦ ~35 Min: We’ll be discussing emotional 

processes that direct how we respond to various 
social and emotional interactions. This starts 
with cool brain facts!

◦ 10 Minute Break

◦ ~15 Min: We’ll expand that by discussing the 
bigger picture. To Debate or Relate; to build a 
fortress or to build a village.

◦ ~25 Min: Then we’re going to discuss what it 
means to have trauma informed, harm reductive 
interactions.

◦ ~35 min: We’ll have our first Breakout session to 
expand on harm reductive interactions. I will 
randomly visit groups to allow specific questions 
or thoughts to expand where I’m needed.
◦ This is also a space to take a break or stretch your 

body at the beginning or end as agreed upon by 
your group.

◦ ~20 Min: We’ll talk about conflict-based 
communication skills
◦ The communication skill of having disagreements.

◦ ~35 Min: We’ll go into our second Breakout session 
to expand on conflict-based communication. 
◦ I will randomly visit groups to allow specific questions or 

thoughts to expand where I’m needed.

◦ This is also a space to take a break or stretch your body at 
the beginning or end as agreed upon by your group.

◦ Summarizing Breakouts then 10 Minute Break

◦ ~45 Min: After breakout 2, we’ll talk about 
conversations within the digital space.
◦ Texts, Social Media, Email and Public Comment Forums.

◦ 1 hr 15 Min. We’ll have our final break out all together 
discuss your experiences in digital conversations and 
how this workshop affects who you’ll be in those 
conversations in the future. 



Why are we talking about communication?
One definition of communication is…

◦ The successful conveying or 
sharing of ideas, beliefs and 
feelings.

◦ Eurocentric social constructs do not 
create universal “Unspoken 
Understanding” (UU) without 
communication of needs, wants 
and intentions.
◦ This is part of the reason that 

relationships that do have the UU are so 
much more special.



Why talk 
about 

conflict?

◦ Communication allows us to share 
internalized constructs in an explicit way. 

◦ Given that conflict is an inherently emotional 
process, it stands to reason that further 
development of communication skills can 
reduce current conflict or avoid further 
conflict.

◦ More people should be talking about conflict. 
There’s an overwhelming amount of research 
on “effective communication” but so little of 
the field’s research has surrounded the role of 
emotion with interpersonal communication.

◦ If communication allows us to understand 
each other’s motivations, that makes it an 
infinitely valuable resource in conflict.



If emotions are a major player in conflict…
How can I reduce bad emotions?

Emotions are not bad. Emotions are not 
good. They simply are and that perception 
may change from time to time or throughout 
life stages. 

They are formed from experiential 
knowledge, epigenetic memories, 
information processing and cognitive 
functions interacting with the emotion-
eliciting stimuli. 

Whether emotions are classified as good or 
bad is related to something called emotions 
appraisal which is a function within 
Information Processing.  



What is Emotions Appraisal?

◦ Every time we encounter emotional stimuli, we run an internal emotions appraisal. 

It is literally asking the question how do I feel about this emotion?

◦ As we move forward in this section, we’ll look at the role emotions appraisals play 

in the experience of anger, anxiety and depression.

◦ Emotions Appraisals have been found to be factorial in surprise, awe, anger, 

sadness, and fear/anxiety. 

◦ This information seems like it’s more than anyone was asking for, but I promise that 

the picture will become clearer in the second half.



What is Emotions Appraisal? (con’t)
Pleasantness/Unpleasantness ; Confidence/Doubt

◦ In Pleasantness and unpleasantness appraisals, the emotion is evaluated for whether it 

produces unpleasantness or not.

◦ Pleasantness- Does this feeling make me feel good? Do good things happen when I’m feeling this 
way?

◦ Unpleasantness- Does this feeling make me feel good? Do bad things happen when I’m feeling this 
way?

◦ In confidence and doubt appraisals, the emotion is evaluated for whether it produces a 

feeling of confidence or doubt. 

◦ Confidence- a feeling of certainty, a high level of understanding of what is happening and a feeling 
as though they can predict what will happen next.

◦ Doubt- a feeling of uncertainty, little to no understanding of what is happening and feeling as 
though one is unable to predict what will happen next.



How is information processing assumed to work?



Information Processing (IP) in Neurodiversity
Anger and IP

◦ Emotional appraisals (Stavraki):

◦ When anger is paired with an emotional appraisal of unpleasantness, it increases IP because the brain is 
solution finding. There is also greater argument quality discrimination.

◦ However, when anger is paired with an emotional appraisal of confidence, it lowers IP and creates a lack of 
motivation to continue finding new solutions. 

◦ Anger engages the amygdala.

◦ TBIs, CTEs and significant frontal lobe damage affect the orbital frontal cortex, which works as the 

anger brakes in the brain. 

◦ Depression, MDD, PTSD and aggression disorders have also been seen as having lowered orbital 

frontal cortex function.



Information Processing (IP) in Neurodiversity 
Continued…

Depression and IP (Foland-Ross, et. al., 2012)

◦ Within the depressed brain there is attentional 

bias

◦ What do you notice in an environment?

◦ What do you ignore in an environment?

◦ After the introduction of sad detractors, there are 

abnormal elevations in:

◦ executive functions

◦ Motor Planning

◦ Working Memory

◦ inhibitory functions

◦ Self-control 

It’s believed these elevations are compensation for lowered activation 
in the Anterior Cingulate Cortex (AAC) seen above. 
The AAC sections are the main hubs of free will, rational thought and 
regulation of incongruent tasks, and emotions (particularly happy 
ones). 
The depressed brain also requires greater activation of the lateral 
prefrontal cortex to minimize negative emotional stimuli rather than its 
necessary executive functions.
This continues long after patients receive treatment or feel recovered.



Information Processing (IP) in Neurodiversity 
Depression Continued…

It’s believed these elevations are compensation for 
lowered activation in the Anterior Cingulate Cortex 
(AAC) seen above. 
The AAC sections are the main hubs of free will, 
rational thought and regulation of incongruent tasks, 
and emotions (particularly happy ones). 
The depressed brain also requires greater activation 
of the lateral prefrontal cortex to minimize negative 
emotional stimuli rather than its necessary executive 
functions.
This continues long after patients receive treatment 
or feel recovered.



Information Processing (IP) in 
Neurodiversity Continued
Anxiety and IP (Robinson, et. al., 2013).

Attention bias increases toward threat

Emotional interface (a state of lowered IP due to the emotional connotations of the stimuli as presented) is 

increased.

Short term memory goes down in most cases. (Patients that experience anxiety and depression tend to have more 

equalized function in short term memory in and out of anxiety related crisis.)

Decision-making skills that are utilized to avoid risks on tasks that are deemed or perceived as a gamble are 

increased.

Spatial navigation increases (to allow for more ways to get away from the stimuli) whereas motor planning skills 

stay equal in most cases (because anxiety and fear are motor planning skill paralyzers). 



What is 
Emotional 
Intelligence 
(EI)

Emotional Intelligence, also 
called Emotional Quotient, 
has a written definition of “A 
degree or amount of a 
specified quality or 
characteristic”.

I prefer to call it emotional 
awareness, largely because 
quantified abstract emotions 
have long been a tool of 
white supremacy. EI functions 
off 4 core competencies. 



Core Competencies of Emotional Intelligence 

• Knowing how to develop and 
maintain healthy relationships

• Communicates clearly

• Inspires and influences others to 
action

• Works well with others

• Manages conflict 

• Understanding the emotions, 
needs & concerns of others

• Picks up on the emotional cues 
of others

• Feels socially comfortable.

• Recognizes group dynamics

• Ability to Control impulses 
and behaviors.

• Managing own emotions in 
healthy ways

• Taking initiative to follow 
through with commitments

• Readily adapts to changes

• Recognizes own emotions 
and impacts on 
behavior/thoughts

• Recognizes own strengths 
and weaknesses

• Developed/developing 
self confidence Self 

Awareness
Self 

Management

Relationship
Management

Social 
Awareness



How do emotions affect EQ? 
◦ In depressive brains, socially ambiguous social 

scenarios are interpreted as negative. (bored/annoyed; 
honest/lying)

◦ This continues in communication. Depressive patients 
identify “negative words” more often in ambiguous 
speech. (weak/week; die/dye)

◦ Positive Memories Memory Recall is much more 
diminished than in non depressed brains. 

◦ They have overgeneralized memories of negative 
autobiographical memories (their own experiences).

◦ When I’m talking about Depression’s effect on EQ, 
what I’m saying is yes, to depressed people it does feel 
like every hates you, the bad is so vivid you can’t 
remember happy anymore, and when you can it’s 
exhausting, and it feels isolating. 

◦ In angry brains, because the IP has increased, solutions 
might be found but impulse control has been lowered 
in other areas and the solution you find may not be the 
one you really needed.

◦ When I’m talking about Anger’s effect on EQ, what I’m 
saying is when you’re angry, you’re constantly looking 
for solutions, but the ones you choose are often short 
fixes with more long-term consequences.

◦ Anxious brains may need physical space and time to 
de-escalate the emotion so the brain can free up IP.

◦ What I’m saying is that when you are anxious or afraid, 
your brain is looking for ways out, not a way to invest in 
that further. Stepping back and de-escalating is the 
only way reactivate prefrontal cortex processes.

(Foland-Ross & Gotlib, 2012; Robinson, Vytal, Cornwell & Grillon, 2013; Stavraki, Lamprinakos, Briñol, 
Petty, Karantinou, & Diaz, 2021.)



How do we Bridge the gap?
First and foremost-
KNOW YOUR INTENTION

◦ Walk in with your best foot forward with active 
listening

◦ This means you are not preparing your reply in your head 
as they deliver their thoughts.

◦ If you are white passing, or a white ally, remove White 
Supremacy and Oppression from the fight

◦ Mind reading vs actively gaining information from your 
conversation partner

◦ Sarcasm

◦ Snark

◦ Remove competition and Rigid Time Schedule (RTS)

◦ Learn to sit in discomfort

◦ Are you building a village or are you building a 
fortress? Are you finding solutions, sharing knowledge 
or fighting to relieve the emotions you are feeling?

Create Opportunity to Have Trauma Informed, 
Harm Reductive INGEAR Interactions

◦ Identify your internal and external cues

◦ Notice judgements and use counter cues 
to shift gears

◦ Goodwill greeting (Statement of Intent)

◦ Empathetic language

◦ Affirm strengths

◦ Reflective listening

◦ Aspire to have INGEAR Trauma informed 
interactions to reduce the harm that can 
be brought when one violates another’s 
emotional boundaries unintentionally.



Bridging the Gap- Building a Village!

Determine your purpose. Are you village 
building? Are you looking to bring those 
in your inner circle closer? Are you looking 
for foster more healthy relationships to 
expand who finds themselves in that inner 
circle?



BRIDGING THE GAP-
BUILDING A 
FORTRESS!

Determine your purpose. Are you 
fortress building, and attempting to 
create better community relationships 
within your interest groups?



Breakout 1
Did you know that studies show more 

information is retained when there are furry 

animals to look at? They are too cute not to so I 

bring you this kid and puppy sharing a bowl of 

food. 

We'll spend the next 35 minutes in a breakout 

session, expanding on thoughts and sharing in 

the your tiny work group. Workshops have been 

to create better retention, but by doing the real 

processing in a breakout group, we reduce the 

emotional labor of internalizing this information 

in a functional way.

In this breakout group, you may expand on the 

content with questions you thought of during the 

presentation, or you can use the questions 

provided in section 1 of your worksheet. A 

workshop facilitator will be visiting your session 

to post those questions in the chat box of your 

breakout room as well. The presenter will pop in 

each group and answer any questions your 

group was unable to create in your Breakout 

Think Tank and to personally invest in this 

process with you. 



What is trauma?
Trauma is the emotional response that is produced by an event, or the perception that an event will occur (APA, 2013).

There are different “levels” of trauma, but ultimately this is based on factorial aspects of the trauma itself. These are not hard 
boundaries and are, in the end, a way for people not experiencing trauma to understand how other people are experiencing it. 

Acute traumatic events vs chronic traumatic situations

Acute Traumatic events are those that happen over a limited part of time or as a single instance. 

Chronic Traumatic events are those that happen as a series of traumatic events linked together by time or type.

Community-wide or interpersonal

Community-wide events are those that have emotional or physical effects to a numerous members within a 
community.

Interpersonal trauma is trauma that occurs between two or more individuals but does not affect the community as a 
whole.

Trauma causes:

Someone we trust or a stranger

Being the survivor or witness

Effects of accumulative trauma

Accidental or intentional 



Trauma Informed Interactions

What does it mean to be trauma informed?

◦ Being trauma informed means that we operate 

under the understanding that we will encounter 

more humans with trauma than without.

◦ This applies to staff, patients, neighbors, friends, 
family, lovers, strangers IRL AND in digital spaces.

◦ Our behaviors and interactions affect others 

and while we can’t know their journey, we can 

honor that journey as we would someone we 

love. 



TIC Care Practices
Principles of TIC

◦ Safety (ensuring physical and emotional safety)

◦ Choice (individual has choice and control)

◦ Collaboration (making decisions with the 
individual and sharing power)

◦ Trustworthiness (task, clarity, consistency and 
interpersonal boundaries)

◦ Empowerment (prioritize empowerment and 
skill building)

◦ Cultural, historical & gender “issues” (leveraging 
the healing value of traditional cultural 
connections, recognizing and addressing 
historical trauma)

How to physically perform TIC Principles

◦ Asking others to back up and give that person space, 
requesting the person move away from a danger, set 
down an object that might bring you home WHILE YOU 
CHAT. All you can ask of someone is the single 
interaction you are in with them. 

◦ Honor the choices they make even when you think 
there’s a better one. 

◦ Any decisions that are made with the person are 
collaborative and/or autonomously led. No power 
imbalance. 

◦ Follow through with your offers for help, be clear about 
what you mean when you say you’ll help them and 
ensure that you have proper boundaries in place. 

◦ Prioritize empowering the person so they can gain the 
skills they need to confidently craft their world.

◦ Recognize the effect their identities have on the 
processing of their trauma.



Resilience Factors
◦ The capacity of a dynamic system to adapt 

successfully or recover from significant 
changes that threaten its stability, viability, or 
development.  (Masten, 2014)

◦ Bouncing back and being stronger

◦ Psych

◦ Emotional 

◦ Physical resilience

◦ Community and cultural

◦ Resilience factors affect how accessible or 
inaccessible recovery feels to someone 
recovering from trauma

Resilience tips from the Greater Good Science Center

◦ Changing the narrative:

◦ Expressive writing: 20 minutes every day around a particular 
subject and all the feelings surrounding it.

◦ Silver linings: trying to find three positives in some aspect of a 
negative situation or experience

◦ Meditation and practiced forgiveness

◦ Start small with meditation and build up. 

◦ Practice forgiving yourself when possible. “I forgive myself for 
not following through on that deadline”. “I forgive myself for 
unintentionally harming someone”.

◦ Practice Self-Compassion With a Self-Compassion Break

◦ Be mindful: notice what you’re feeling without judgment. (“This 
is stress” “This feels like sadness”)

◦ Remember that you are not alone: You can validate your 
feelings and also recognize that others have been where you 
are. “It feels devastating, and it might be, but I know that others 
have been where I am.” 

◦ Be kind to yourself: Offer a compliment or a wish for a future 
compliment. “May I be more compassionate tomorrow” “May I 
be patient for myself tomorrow”



Negative Distortions
Negative Distortions are cognitive processes or 
internal perceptions that warp the way we 
process information, experiences and 
suggested behaviors. 

In just a moment we’ll talk about a few negative 
distortions that Dr. David Burns wrote about in 
his book, republished in 2008. 

First, I want to give one example, and see if 
there are other negative distortions you can 
identify! (It’s okay if you don’t know the 
“proper” name, describing the concept will 
work just as well.)

Example: All or Nothing Thinking- seeing 
everything in a strict success or failure 
perspective.

◦ Overgeneralizations: one or two examples blown 
out of proportion and classified as always or
never.

◦ Mental Filter: fixating on one or two incidents 
despite incidents or contexts that contradict the 
assumption from the fixation.

◦ Discounting the positives: Discarding positive to 
justify harmful behavior patterns

◦ Jumping to conclusions: based on very little 
evidence.

◦ Labelling: Allowing a label to describe a 
personality. (failing once = a failure)

◦ Magnification: inappropriate or inaccurate 
emphasis on + & - behaviors and attributes

◦ Should Statements

◦ Personalization of Blame



INGEAR Interactions

Identify 
internal and 

external cues

Notice 
judgements 
and adjust

Goodwill 
(Statement of 

intent)

Empathetic 
Language

Affirming 
Strengths

Reflective 
Listening and 

Internal 
adjustments



Harm-Reductive Interactions
Harm reductive interactions are exactly what they sound like. They attempt to reduce the harm that can 
unknowingly occur when people are not acting in a trauma informed manner. 

So how do we do that in our actual lives?

First, we start by performing INGEAR, to ensure we’re operating from a trauma informed foundation. 

Second, we practice clear and descriptive communication to create space to have a conversation filled 
with the most possibility.

Third, use an internal eye toward your goal that either states why, for you, this is unfixable or what goal 
you have in coming to the conversation. Set boundaries at the start of the conversations and ask 
consent from the other person to engage in it. Agree on the rules and maintain those social 
agreements to increase that possibility potential.

Finally, be descriptive and clear in your conversation but be mindful of the impact you can have. Inside 
those conversations. If this person is known to you, you know the things you could say to make them 
hurt, you know how to get under their skin. Just don’t do it.  Stick to your experiences before making 
assumptions about their motivations and intents. 



Conflict-Based Communication
◦ With conflict-based communication, we first clarify what the disagreement is and what our intention in 

bringing it up is.

◦ If the other person is experiencing a conflict that you have not perceived or been aware of, ask them 
to explain their description of the catalyst event. 

◦ “I am noticing that you seem quite irritated Margeaux. I want to make sure I understand why that is. 
Can you tell me exactly what upset you?”

◦ Be prepared to hear that, to internalize that to begin to change your behavior patterns for future

◦ If you are the one experience conflict,  one(s) that may not have been perceived by others, explain 
what the problem is and why you’d like to discuss it.

◦ “Wow, when I hear what you’ve just said, I’m realizing I’m really hurt. Can we take x amount of time 
to let me settle down for a minute and then talk about why I’m feeling hurt by your words? If I could 
feel heard, and gain some understanding, I think it might deduce how I feel about those words.”

◦ Be prepared to accept that they may not be ready to address it, and they may not be willing to 
consider your feelings in the conversation. Being trauma-informed and harm reductive in these 
scenarios is vital because it operates off the principle that most people are bringing their best self 
to the table, and that best self might look very different day to day.



Conflict Based Communication Cont.
Be mindful of the social agreements you’ve made and the emotional boundaries you can foresee are at 
play. 

It’s okay to talk about the boundary itself. 

“You keep saying that you don’t want to talk about what I said yesterday, but I can feel that it’s really 
affecting our ability to connect. How can we create safe space to have this conversation in the future?”

Don’t read minds and make assumptions. If we are asking them to not make assumptions about what our 
feelings are, when we make our own assumptions about them, it creates a lose-lose scenario where 
resolution is very unlikely. Take what is stated and clarify when the intent/emotion is unclear.

British colonialism created an American culture trait of using passive aggressive behaviors, snark and 
sarcasm instead of honesty, and purposeful conversation. 

Be direct, be descriptive. If you are feeling positive, be bold and vulnerable. If you are feeling doubt 
or discomfort, be intentional and reflective. 

The non-verbal, passive and social cues of conflict communication are the nuanced aspect of conflict-
based communication. Because there are many neurodiverse humans navigating in our world, this is often 
a difficult portion to grasp in conflict-based communication. Many different neurodiversities create 
difficulty in reading non-verbal and social cues. 

Does the strength of the argument/disagreement/”Verbal Vomit” match the context? Do the words 
match the energy they are bringing to the table? 



Breakout 2
This slide will be populated with 
an accurate representation of the 
amount of time we’ll be spending 
in break outs as well as sections of 
the worksheet questions and 
conversation stimulators. 

For now, I can confirm that 
humans love animals so much 
that we retain information more 
often when we’ve also recently 
seen cute furry animals. For this 
reason, you may have this photo. 
(This will also translate to the real 
presentation, just more 
professionally phrased).



Digital Conversations
◦ INGEAR, Trauma-informed Harm reductive practices still apply. But there are even more factors involved in the digital 

interface. 

◦ For instance, we lose all vocal, facial and body indicators that can help us form opinions, or nuanced discoveries. 

◦ We can’t know the intention behind the message, we can only use adaptive replies and actively/reflectively listening 

through text to understand what someone thinks, means, and feels. All of that is built from being whoever they are that 

day, whether it was their best or not. 

◦ When we choose to come from a trauma-informed harm reduction space, we assume that everyone is simply coming 

forth with the best they have that day. 

◦ Anyone who has worked in customer or retail service can tell you that real deciding factors behind the good days and 

the bad days are the individual customers and the extra step they’ve taken that greatly affect you. Choosing trauma 

informed harm reductive communication in digital spaces has the exact same level of possibility. It could be a place of 

greater social connectivity if more folk could learn how to have disagreements in less emotionally damaging ways.



Digital Conversations Cont.
◦ Because we lose so many social, physical and 

emotional cues we would see in person over 
social media formats, it also increases the level 
of impermanence people feel over what they 
post, share, say and disseminate. 

◦ Currently, folx seem to be laboring under the 
impression that they can say whatever they want 
to each other on twitter or FB or Instagram or 
SnapHell. All over really. They think they can just 
say the meanest things possible, and it won’t 
affect anyone seriously because they shouldn’t 
care what anyone thinks of them. 

◦ This lack of empathy in social media might be 
attributed to a lack of attachment to the 
humanity on the other end of the phone, 
wherein the lack of interpersonal cues and 
markers might play a significant part.

When you add in factors like functional changes in the 
brain’s operation during different emotional stimuli, we 
have a high risk of: 
• remembering only the negative interactions and less 

of the good, 
• of having improper impulse control to actively 

choose behaviors in digital spaces, 
• of needing to disconnect from a digital space to 

soothe the brain but feeling like there are too many 
interconnections between the “real world” and the 
digital world, and 

• for those that have significantly less in person contact 
with others (for any of the thousand reasons this 
occurs), it’s not just a de-escalation trait, it’s also 
isolation which is a known trigger for other disorders’ 
functionality processes. 



The Functional Aspects of Digital 
Communications

◦ First, it’s important to name that because social media is super impersonal even if the name suggests otherwise, you have a lot 

of power to choose what you will and won’t interact with. 

◦ Set personal boundaries for yourself. “I won’t read the comments section of FoxNews articles so that I won’t be seeking out the fight I 
know I’ll find there. I will not comment directly on my super religious Aunt’s posts, but if she enters my digital space of conversation, I 
will not alter my feelings to make her more comfortable. This person is unhealthy for me, and I need to delete and block them
because they’ve been a long-term source of stress and we are unable to find common ground. Maybe I need to pause SM for 3-6 
months healing after the loss of a child because other people’s baby pictures etc. are a visual trigger.

◦ Second, remember that there’s a difference between accountability and payback; between resolution and resignation. That 

difference is often the way you conduct yourself, and in digital spaces, you must work hard to stay on the topic of your actual 

disagreement. 

◦ Goddess it feels good sometimes to tell Karen off. It feels good to imagine making a transphobe feel an ounce of the cognitive 
dissonance, the severe harm and trauma that they inflict in the Trans community through invalidation and violence. It feels good to 
say mean things when we’re angry, but that is short term solution finding. 

◦ Say it with me: DON’T GO TO THE COMMENTS SECTION IF YOU DON’T NEED TO.

◦ You know the racists will be racists. I won’t lie, I think we’ve all opened that comments section saying, let’s find out whose cornflakes 
I’m pissing in today. But it also clutters your brain without you realizing it because it activates those functionality disruptions. There are 
plenty of 



Digital Conversations with people you know

Evaluate what you might gain from 
addressing this 

conflict/disagreement:

If they are known to you, will 
addressing these issues possibly 

improve your relationship?

If they are known to you, will finding 
resolution of the relationship with a 

conversation about what hasn’t 
worked and why you are moving 

forward without that person in your 
life give you a closure you could not 

find otherwise?

If they are known to you, and this 
situation were reversed, how would 

you hope that they communicate 
this issue with you? How does that 

affect your planned approach?



Digital Conversations with strangers

What might you gain 
from addressing the 

conflict/disagreement 
with someone unknown 

to you?

What is your 
conversation likely to 

change for either of you?

Is there a way to respond 
how you need to without 
affecting trauma (theirs 

or yours)?

If the trauma can’t be 
avoided, how can I 

reduce harm in 
addressing this 

effectively?



Karen Smith is in the Comments of a Trans 
rights article. 

First, I’m going to check my intention. 

Then I’m going to remove the inflammatory “Karen” statements I know would 
feel good. I’ll rephrase other statements to remove attacks and discuss issues 
and experiences. 

Then I’m going to recognize the emotions at play, using what I know about 
how the brain works, to choose how to proceed. Because I don’t know Karen, 
and we are not connected or in each other’s spheres, I’m also going to set a 
time limit or boundaries for participating in a conflict that serves no purpose.



Final Breakout

◦ This slide will be populated with an 
accurate representation of the amount of 
time we’ll be spending in break outs as 
well as sections of the worksheet 
questions and conversation stimulators. 

◦ For now, I can confirm that humans 
love animals so much that we retain 
information more often when we’ve also 
recently seen cute furry animals. For this 
reason, you may have this photo. (This 
will also translate to the real 
presentation, just more professionally 
phrased).
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How to download the live transcript of 
today’s workshop!
◦ Step one: Click Live Transcript to choose a 

transcript option (Seen to the right →).

◦ Show Subtitles displays subtitles on the screen.

◦ View Full Transcript displays subtitles in real time 
with both the speaker's name and a time-
stamp within the transcript window. We 
recommend this setting as best practice.

◦ Subtitle Settings will open a window where you 
can adjust the font size of both the subtitles and 
the chat window

• Step two: View Full Transcript to view full 
subtitles and speaker

• Step three: If you would like a copy of the 
transcript, click View Full Transcript and Save 
Transcript. A copy of the transcript will 

be downloaded to your machine/device.


